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SAPSAN Corporation is a rapidly growing Ed Tech company with over 90 education 

centers and more than 5000 satisfied customers. SAPAN focuses on childhood 

education, corporate training and brain building programs. As they continue their push 

for growth in the educational market, SAPSAN deals with a huge number of files, in 

multiple languages, across the world. Ensuring the right students can access the right 

files is vital to both their, and their customers’ success.

The Challenge SAPSAN faced as an EdTech company, always looking to improve the 

quality of their courses by updating and improving their curriculum, was to ensure they 

had the right resources, in all languages, easily available. SAPSAN realized that efficient 

cloud storage was going to be vital for teachers and students alike. The challenge was 

how to effectively implement it, taking into account technological and budgetary 

constraints.

Ensuring that files are accessible to the right people, in their required language, while 

being easy to find and organize are of utmost importance to SAPSAN.

How did SAPSAN ensure both speed and versatility? With FileCloud.

Speed and Versatility
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SAPSAN is founded on the principles of learning. When children from different 

geographical locations, speaking different languages and with different 

backgrounds, are learning from the same content, they have to have access to 

that content, in different languages, at the same time.

Large course recordings, books and worksheets in multiple languages are par for 

the course with SAPSAN. When delivering training to thousands of students in 

multiple locations across the world, they have to make sure that everyone is 

accessing the same learning materials at the same time, no matter which 

language they are using.

During their development, SAPSAN knew they would need a platform that was 

robust enough to handle their many, many files. They knew they could not rely 

on email as a main method for sharing learning files and they knew that FTP 

would be confusing and inefficient. In a world of cloud computing, neither of 

these options fit the bill. The challenge was to sift through the many options and 

find the right solution for them.

With its ease of use, lightning fast speeds, and ability to invite collaborators 

without paying for additional external users, FileCloud was sure to be at the 

head of the class. 

Large Volumes and Large Files

SAPSAN’s requirements were based on a need to quickly and easily share across 

the world. To meet all of these requirements, SAPSAN required a solution that 

provided:

•Ease of use for different technical levels

•Cost effective collaboration

•Easy organization of large volumes of files

•Efficient permissioning for each user

SAPSAN’s Need for Speed and Versatility
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Accessing the right files at the right time is critical for SAPSAN's students and 

customers. As an Ed Tech company dealing with a large amount of data in multiple 

languages, SAPSAN struggled to manage the data. Single large files are inefficient 

and difficult to manage. To make matters more challenging, SAPSAN’s customers 

require their curriculum to be in their specific language. Naturally, this increases 

the amount of data SAPSAN has to manage. SAPSAP tested FileCloud using their 

free 14 day trial and found the solution to be just what they needed. Easy to use, 

easy to organize and easy to set up permissions.

SAPSAN now uses FileCloud with students and educators everywhere. With 

FileCloud, SAPSAN didn’t have to worry about how they were going to deliver 

materials to students any more. And setting up the platform for their exact 

purpose couldn't have been easier with FileCloud’s best in class customer support. 

SAPSAN Thrives With FileCloud
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Try FileCloud Now

FileCloud’s extensive functionality, ease of use, affordability, and world-class 

support make it the solution for file share, sync, and mobile access already 

adopted by enterprises and organizations around the world. You too can benefit 

from FileCloud and its industry-leading quality and performance today! Contact 

us at FileCloud now and take advantage of our free 14-day trial to see what 

FileCloud can do for your business.

LINK: https://portal.getfilecloud.com/ui/user/index.html?mode=register

https://www.getfilecloud.com/
https://portal.getfilecloud.com/ui/user/index.html?mode=register
https://portal.getfilecloud.com/ui/user/index.html?mode=register


To compete in today’s fast-paced market, companies need to get business 

done without being slowed down by IT challenges. CodeLathe understands 

this. CodeLathe’s FileCloud software is a solution focused on enterprise file 

sharing that is just as helpful to business practices as it is to IT requirements.

• Integration with existing resources helps lower business operating costs 

• Extensive feature-set and ease of use helps increase user productivity

• Support for an ever-increasing reliance on a mobile workforce keeps you 

competitive.

FileCloud offers an Enterprise File Sharing and Sync (EFSS) solution that 

enables you to realize the benefits of collaboration and productivity with 

the security you require to protect your Intellectual Property anywhere it 

goes in the course of doing business.

FileCloud is used by 1000s of 

customers around the world 

including Global 2000 

enterprises, government 

organizations, educational 

institutions, and managed 

service providers.
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Summary

To read more about how FileCloud can help keep 

your information secure as it is shared, visit 

www.getfilecloud.com/enterprise-file-sharing

“We liked FileCloud’s pricing, 

comprehensive feature set 

(branding, encryption) and the 

responsive support”

Stewart
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